We took the
under-cabinet category

COMPLETELY

OVER THE TOP.

Broan took a fresh look at the under-cabinet range hood, from
capture performance to design to control. The result? A product line
that redefines the category and blends perfectly with contemporary
appliance designs.

The Broan Captur™ system
ensures on average 98.5%
capture efficiency for unsurpassed
ventilation performance.
The quiet Captur™
system—a combination
of blower design, air
flow management and
filtration—provides the
most effective smoke and
odor capture in its class.
Shown: Shadowgraph of
two boiling pots of water.

Every detail is fresh and new, from elegant curves to bold angles.

Glacier

Sahale

Spire

Multiple blower configurations up to 600 CFM depending on model.

APPLIANCE-MATCHING FINISHES
STAINLESS

BLACK STAINLESS

BLACK

WHITE

BISQUE

Bold,
fresh and

feature packed.

When we set out to improve every aspect of under-cabinet
kitchen ventilation, removing heat, smoke and moisture was
key. So we designed the blower wheel and motor assembly to
move more air with greater efficiency. Unique filters remove
grease effectively without restricting airflow, and centric blower
placement provides superior capture over all burners. It all adds
up to better performance, quiet operation and less energy use.

THE UNDER - CABINET RANGE HOOD IS REDEFINED.
LIGHTING

CONTROL, JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT

Brilliant LED lighting is designed to beat the heat of
cooking environments, last longer without dimming and
includes a 3-year warranty. Models with halogen lighting
are also available, casting a warm gentle glow.

Capacitive Tap Touch

Electronic Display

Deluxe Rocker

Hidden Rocker

Broan provides models with the control options
consumers want most, from intuitive direct input switches
to sophisticated, easy-to-clean touch controls. All models
offer ADA compliance and may be operated remotely.

INTERCHANGEABLE FILTERS

Open-mesh

Micro-mesh

Dishwasher-safe filters
install without tools.
Upgrade with optional
filter designs best
suited to your cooking
and style preferences.

Deluxe Micro-mesh

Hybrid-baffle

SINGLE-PERSON INSTALLATION—SIMPLIFIED
Framed EZ1
Cabinet Brackets

Two EZ1 brackets hold the hood in place while you
make electrical and ducting connections.
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Frameless EZ1
Cabinet Brackets

